
Class 22 
 
PRAYER...AND...JOKE 

 
Last week, we studied how it will be at the FINAL JUDGMENT and how the Saved and 
the Damned might react. 
Today, we will study the BIBLICAL DESCRIPTIONS of the ETERNAL HEAVEN. We 
will compare them to the FIRST HEAVEN and examine the similarities and differences. 

  
 

A.  Remember, in our SECOND CLASS we talked about the FIRST HEAVEN and the 
FIRST EARTH becoming the NEW EARTH and the NEW (or ETERNAL) HEAVEN?  
 
TERI: SHOW OVERHEAD #4 
 
 
B.  So, the fact is…THE ETERNAL HEAVEN AND THE ETERNAL EARTH WILL BE 
ONE AND THE SAME PLACE!  How do we know? 
 
 1.  This will be a long, but valuable study of the specific WORDS used in the 
 ancient Bible text. 

  a.  READ: Rev. 21: 1-5  

   1. The operative word in this Revelation 21 reading is the word  
   “new.”  

    a.  All things are to be made new: the heavens and earth  
    are "new"; the Jerusalem is new.  

   2.  There are two words, which are translated "new" in our English  
   word: 

    a.  Version#1: this kind of new (neos) relates to time 

     1.  Here, "new" means something that has recently  
     come into existence, as in "a new baby" 

    b.  Verson #2: this kind of new (kainos) relates to quality (i.e.,  
    old vs new) 

     1.  Here, "new" means that something has acquired  
     fresh features or is being now going to be used for a  
     different purpose or application, as in a "new hairdo"  
     (e.g., the hair is the same, but the way it is STYLED is  
     new) 

    c.  Another good example would be the tomb in which  
    Jesus' body was laid. The tomb ALREADY EXISTED...it just  
    hadn't been used before, so it was considered "new". 
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     1.  We know this because the Greek word used in  
     Matthew 27: 59-60 and John 19: 41 is "kainos"...the  
     Version #2 meaning of "new". 

 

  b.  It is this same VERSION #2 word for new (kainos) which is used   
  throughout the book of Revelation and especially in Chapter 21.  

   1. As it is described so eloquently in Ellicott's Bible Commentary for 
   English Readers1: 

   READ: The "newness" which is pictured is the newness of   
   freshness: the old, decaying, enfeebling, and corrupting elements  
   are swept away.  

   The aspects and features which will surround the inhabitants of  
   that new earth will be full of novelty to satisfy the progressive  
   instincts of our nature; but the imagery no less conveys the   
   assurance that the conservative instinct, which clings to what is  
   old, and finds sanctity in the past, will not be disregarded.  

   All things may be new, full of fresh and fair beauty; but all things  
   will not be 'strange'; there must be some correspondency between  
   the old and the new, when the new things are called new heavens, 
   new earth, new Jerusalem. The description is figurative, but the spirit  
   of it implies that in the restitution age (i.e., when all things will  
   be restored) the sweetness of things loved and familiar will blend 
   with the charm of all that is fresh and new." (emphasis mine). 

 
 
C.  Another point to consider is this:  Why is God going to RENEW (kainos) all things? 
Why not make them COMPLETELY NEW again (i.e., neos)?  
 
 1.  READ: Matt. 25:34 
 
  a. Let's examine the phrase used in the NIV translation "from the creation  
  of the world": 

   1.  The preposition "from", in Hebrew (ἀπὸ) means "BEFORE" and  
   "creation" in the Greek (καταβολὴ) means "FOUNDATION" or  
   "BEGINNING".  

   2.  So...in the ancient text, this phrase would read: "prepared for  
   you BEFORE the BEGINNING of the Earth OR..."from the time the  
   Earth began". 

    
                                                
1 Ellicott, Charles, Delmarva Publications. 2015 
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  3.  Therefore, God made the Earth PERFECT TO BEGIN WITH.  So, why  
  would He want to REMAKE it all over again from scratch? Why not just  
  RESTORE it to what it was to begin with? Makes sense since God would  
  not have made it IMPERFECT to begin with! 

   a.  So, we can safely conclude that, when God created the Earth,  
   He meant it to be an ETERNAL (perfect!) EARTH! 

      

 2.  Also, READ: Rev. 5: 10. It's clear that the Saved will reign on the NEW  
 EARTH" since obviously we didn't do such a good job of "reigning" on the Old 
 one! 

 
 3.  The Old Testament also addresses this miraculous MERGING of the Old 
 Heaven and Old Earth into ONE ETERNAL HEAVEN: 
 
   a.  READ:  Eph. 1: 9-10 
 
   1.  Notice here that "when the times will have reached their   
   fulfillment" means AT THE END OF TIME, Heaven and Earth will  
   BECOME ONE (i.e.,  "bring all things in heaven and on earth  
   together") 
 
 
 
 
 
Next week, we will continue our discussion on the ETERNAL HEAVEN and examine in 
greater detail what it will be like. 
 
 
 


